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Abstract:
Plastic gears are being used increasingly in applications, such

as printers, cameras, small household appliances, small power
tools .•instruments, timers, counters and various other prod-
ucts. Because of the many variables involved, an engineer who
designs gear trains on an occasional basis may find the design
process to be somewhat overwhelming. This article outlines a
systematic design approach for developing injection molded
plastic spur and helical gears. The use of a,computer program
for designing plastic gears is introduced as an invaluable design
tool for solving complex gearing equations.

Introduction
As one of man's oldest mechanical. devices, gears have been

in use For thousands of years. It is no surprise that design techni-
ques, manufacturing procedures and standards have been
established based on the commonly available materials of the
time, namely wood and metal. When plastic materials were first:
used as gears in the1950fsand 196()fs, it was common to design
them using existing AGMA standards for metal gears. For ex-
ample, if a designer was considering trying plastic gears for one
of his applications, he would usuallytake an existing product
drawing specifying steel, change the material to nylon and leave
the gear data intact. There were no standards at the 'time to,guide
the designer to do otherwise. It was also eeonomicaltc consider
cutting plastic gears with the available stock hobsand cutters.

Today, there are still no official "standards" available, but
some tooth profiles have been developed especially for plastic
gears and used successfully in industry. If the injection molding
process is utilized, then the designer is free from the constraints
of using stock hobs and cutters. Since special ho bs are required
regardless, (to compensate for mold shrinkages and EDM spark
gap), the designer might as weI1 ineorporate additional modifica-
tions, such as full fillet radius, to optimize the strength of the gear
teeth.

The modifications to the gear teeth mentioned in this article
are not new to the gearing industry. Engineers familiar with gear
design will. recognize that the recommended modifications for
strengthening the plastic gear teeth are the same ones specified
for heavily loaded metal gears in critical applications.

In summary,this article describes the manufacturing process
used to produce plastic gears, and explains inspection
procedures.

Design of Plastic Gears
A designer must considertbe pros and cons of plastic materials

before choosing it as a gear material. The advantages are
• relative low cost
• resistance to corrosion
• reduction in weight (about 15% the we~t of steel)
• low inerita
., self-lubrication capacity
• potential for noise reduction
• design freedom. to obtain additional features in one product

such as posts, cams, duster gears, trunnions, palls, sprockets,
metal inserts and spring anus

• color coding capability ror fast, error-free assembly,
The disadvantages include

• lower strength
.' greater thermal expansion / contraction
• limited heat resistance
• size change with moisture absorption.

COMMON PlASTIC MATERJALS FOR GEARS. Even
though many new materials have been introduced. in Ithepast
decade, the majority of gear applications still call for acetals and
nylons. In special cases, polycarbonates, thermoplastic
polyesters and thermoplastic polyurethanes can also he
considered. (1.51

Acetal:. Strong, stiff plastic with exceptional dimensional stability
due to low moisture absorption, resistance to creep and vibra-
tion fatigue; low coefficient of friction; high resistance to abra-
sionand chemicals; retains most properties when immersed in
hot water; low tendency to stress-crack.
Nylo!,,-=Family of resins having outstanding toughness and wear
resistance, low coefficient of friction and excdlent electrical pliO-
perties and chemical resistance ..Resins are hygroscopic; dimen-
sional stability is poorer than that of most other plastics.
Polycarbonate: Highest impact resistance of any rigid plastic;
excellent stabili.tyand resistance Ito 'creep under load; fair
chemical resistance; stress cracks in hydrocarbons; usually used
with addition of glass fiber einforrcement and PTFE lubricant.
Thermoplastic po]yeste!: Excellent dimensional stability, elec-
trical properties, toughness and chemical resistance, except to
strong acids or bases; notch sensitive; not suitable for outdoor
use or for service inhot water. Material is relatively soft and has
the pot.ential for tooth damage.
Thermoplastic polyurethane: Tough, extremely abrasive and



impart resistant material; good electrical properties and chem.i al
resistance. Difficult ito injection mold small parts due to the
material's elastic properties ..
Polyester elastomer: Sound dampening; resistance to flex~fatigue
and impact.

ADof the above base materials can be formulated with fillers.,
such as glass fibers, for added strength, and PTFE,sili.cone and
molybdenum disulphide for added lubricity.

ESTABLISHING DESIGN GOALS. Arriving at the specifica-
tions for the best possible gears given an application is a time-
consuming operation when considering the following variables.
.' Load carrying apacity. Strength equations are used to avoid
tooth fracture at the root. They are derived from the Lewis equa-
tions for beam strength and have been modified for plastic gear
teeth.
• Smoothness. The gear mesh should be designed so that binding
will not occur at extreme environmental conditions.
• Quiet continuity of action. Ensure that the contact ratio is
greater than 1.0, preferably 1.2, or simply stated, that at least one
tooth is in contact at all times.
.' Cost. If the gears are to be molded in plastic, the task becomes
even more difficult to handle, especially since there are literally
hundreds of fonnulations from which to choose. Inaddition, the
use ,of non-standard hobs allows the design engineer to consider
ill larger choice of tooth forms, such as the six listed in Appen-
dix A ..Because of all th options open much of the engineers
work must necessarily be a process of substitution and elimina-
tion. This process involves numerous calculatiens, some of them
quite complex.

SPUR AND HEUCAl GEAR DESIGN - A SYSTEMATIC
APPROACH.

:::.:.::::.z:....:::.:;...::::.::=:..:....t::::ar:.:a:::;m:..::e::!t::=:ers~.. The gear train design engineer is
first required to make a study of all the information about the
application available to him. such as the power to be transmit-
'ted, the ratio required, the speeds involved, the environment in
which the gears will operate, the life expectancy and the space
in which the gears are to be housed.

"the designer then proceeds to make preliminary choices of
numbers of teeth. diametral pitch, too th form, type of material
to, be used and spur or helical design.

Determine load carrying capacity. The engineer now pos-
sesses all the information required to determine what power the
gears can safely transmit. If the answer is too low, th effect of
a coarser diametral pitch, a stronger tooth form, an increased
face width, or plastic having higher allowable design. stresses,
singly or in any desired combination, must be investigated. The
following is an example of an equation that can be used to
calculate load capacity. rn
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HP = D X F X n X J X Sf X KTX KL
126,000 X P X Cs X KR

where:
HP = horsepower
D = operating pitch diameter
F = effective fa.cewidth
n = speed, rpm
J = geometry factor

St = tensile strength of plastic
Kr = temperature factor
/(L = life factor
P = diametral pitch, or normal

diametral pitch
Cs = service factor

KR = factor of safety

H the calculation indicate that the gears would be pushed to
their limits, developing prototype part to perform actual Life
tests would beadv:isable.

Options available to optim~ a. gear mesh. In order to get
the most out of the relatively low tensile strength of plastics, the
tooth geometry can be altered several ways to be as strong as
possible.
• Fu[J fillet radius modification. The tooth forrn shown in Fig.
1has a full fillet radius at the root to eli:minaje sharp comers Ithat
could result in high stress points. This modification can add up
to 20% to the tooth strength. Teeth of heavily loaded metal
gears are also designed with this feature.
• Tip relief modification. Tip relief starting hallway up the ad-
dendum should be another modification specified for plastic
gears. When a 'tooth deflects under load, it can get in the way
of the oncoming tooth of the mating gear. This can ca use noise,
wear and loss of uniform action. Tip relief is added to improve
this situation. (See Fig. 2.)
• Elimination of undercut condition. If a standard gear has a
small number of teeth, the lower portion on the tooth will be
undercut as illustrated on the left in Fig. 3. This condi.tion is
undesirable in that it weakens the tooth, causes wear and in-
hibits continuity of action.

To eliminate undercutting, the circular tooth thickness
should be increased over standard as shown in Fig. 3 on the
right.
• Balance circular tooth thickness. H the gear t'eeth in a me.h are
designed at standard, they will be the "weak link" in a power
drive. The pinion tooth illustrated in Fig. 4 dearly shows the pro-
blem. (All dimensions are in inches.)

To design the gear teeth for equal beam strength, it is essen-
tial that the thickness at the root be equal, as illustrated in Hg. 5.

With the use of available formulas, the tooth thickness of the
pinion was increased from a standard of 0.0491 to 0.0640', and
the gear tooth thickness was decreased from 0.0491 to 0.0480 to
get an equal thickness of 0.0660 at the root.

Expansion and error considerations. Once the 'tooth thickness
of each gear has been established, the next step would be th
calculation required to determine the increase in center distance
above standard to cater to all the factors that couldotherwise
cause the gears to bind in operation. The designer considers the
following equation:
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where:

.:lc = required increase in center distance
TCT 1 ,= maximum total composite tolerance of 1st gear
TCT 2 = maximum total composite tolerance of 2nd gear

C = dose meshcenter distance
T = maximum temperature to which gear will be sub-

jected (OF)
COEF1 = coefficient of linearthermal expansion of material

of 1st gear (in I in / 0 F)
COEFl = coefficient ,oflinear thermal expansion of material

of 2nd gear (in/inJOP)
COE~ = coefficient of linear thermal expansion of material

of housing (in/in/OF)
Nl = number of teeth in 1st gear
N2 = number of teeth in 2nd gear
Ml = expansion due to moisture pick-up of material of

1st gear (in/in)
M2 = expansion due to moisture pick-up of material of

2nd gear (in/in)
MH= expansion due to moisture pick-up of material. of

the housing (in / in)
TIRI = maximum allowable runout of bearing of Ist gear
TIR2 = maximum allowable runout of bearing of 2nd gear
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Fig. 5

The calculations enable the designer to specify tooth
thicknesses and operational center distance. (1)

Calculate contact ratio. If one of the mating spur gears has
arelatively small number of teeth, it is essential to check the
pair's contact ratio, particularly if the gears are plastic. Plastics,
in general, have high coefficients of linear thermal expansion.
When the expansion differential between the gears and the
housing inwhich they are mounted isgreat, and when the max-
imum environmental temperature is high, the center distance
requires a significant amount of increase to prevent binding at
those high temperatures ..However when the same gears later
contract at the lower temperatures, they may be out 'of mesh
to an extent that the contact ratio becomes less than adquate,

One option available to get around this problem is to use a
tooth form with longer teeth. (See Appendix A). For continuity
of action the contact ratio must never be less than 1.0. It should
preferably be at least 1.20.

The variables required to calculate the minimum contact
ratio are the numbers of teeth for each gear, the diametral pitch,
the minimum outside diameters, and the maximum operating
center distance. If it is less than adequate, the designer can
review the following available alternatives:
• tooth forms with longer teeth,
• non-standard diametral pitches

(P = 48.5526, for example),
• materials with lower coefficients of linearthermal expansion,
• higher quality gears,
• tighter center distance tolerances,
• changes in the numbers of teeth in the gears,



Establish Drawing Specificatio.ns and Tolerances. The final
step in designing a gear is preparation of a drawing which lists
the gear data .. It must be specified so that there can be no
possibility of misinterpretation. This may seem obvious, but
ambiguity in writing gear specifications has often resulted in
costly and time-consuming changes to expensive molding dies.
Appendix E Illustrates the data that should appear on a draw-
ing of a spur gear.

Gear Design Example
In this example we will suppose that the design 'engineer is

assigned a project to work on a gear mesh for a special type of
chart recorder.

Where does the engineer begin?
What procedure should be followed?
How should the analysis be done7
for this project the designer has decided to use the step by step

approach described so far. Correctly used, the system will. pro-
vide a design for gears having an adequate contact ratio,tooth
profiles with no undercut, and sufficient clearance to' insure that
they will not bind when. subjected to the extremes of the environ-
ment in which they will operate ..Furthermore, the design will. be
presented in such a form that there can be no misinterpretation
of the engineers requirementseither by the molder of the gear
or the inspector responsible for insuring [that the requirements
have been mel.

In other hands this system could well produce designs that
would differ, but be just as valid.

The following constraints wen! outlined by the manager:
• costs to be kept as low as possible
• material of housing to be polycarbonatewith 20 % glass fiber
• the gears will be subjected toa maximum operating

temperature of 130° Fahrenheit (F)
'. ratio required is 2 to 1
'. bearings must have a maximum allowable runout of 0,001

inches
• load is .Iight; material strength is not a factor.
• lHe requirement is 260 hours.
• input torque is 4 inch-ounces.
•'inputspeed is 50' revolutions pel' minute (rpm).

Begin Analysis
(All dimensions are in inches ..)

Step 1. Study of design parameters. Some preliminary assump-
tiens need to be made to begin the analysis: 1) material of pinion
and gear to be unfilled acetal; 2) spur gears will be used; .3) gears
to have an accuracy equivalent to AGMA Quality No. Q6; 4)
start with. the PGT -1 tooth form to take advantage of the full
fillet radius and the tip relief.
Step 2. Settle upon the numbers of teeth and diametral pitch ..
Given the spa.cing of the housing and the required ratio, the
following have been chosen:

PlMON GEAR
Number of Teeth 1530'
Dtametral Pitch 4848
Step 3. Determine the load carrying capacity, Although the loads
are ligh:t. the designerperforms the calculation to determine the
load capacity. The requi.r~ tensile strength.of the material was
calculated at 1,900 pounds per square inch (psi) ..Therefore, the

unfitUed acetal witha tensile strength rating of a;pproximatety
9,000 psi is a good choice.
Step 4. Determine the minimum circular tooth thickness (CIT)
at the pitch diameter of the pinion to avoid undercut. The
calculated minimum CIT = 0.0353. Assign at +0.0Cl0, -0.001
tolerance to the pinion CTI.

The preliminary data established so far are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Number of Teeth
Diametral Pitch
Pressure Angle
PGT Tooth Form
Stand, Pitch Circle Dia.

PINION
15
48

.20°
PGT~1
0.3125

GEAR
30
48
20°

PGT-1
0.6250

Outside Diameter 0.3640'
0.3610

0.6620
0..6580

Circular Tooth Thickness
(at pitch circulardia.) 0.'0363

0.0353
0.0310
0.0300

AGMA Quality No.
Max. Total Composite Tol
Max Tooth~To-Tooth Tol

Q6
0.(1036
0.0022

Q6
0.0036
0.0020

Step S. Expansion and error considerations (to. detennine the
operating center distance). [f perfect gears could beman.ufac-
hired,. the operating center distanre would be 0.4712. However,
the thermal expansion ofthe gears, gear runout and bearing
runout must be considered 'to prevent the mesh from binding.
The designer has calculated that the center distance must be
separated by 0.0061 to allow for the possible variations in the
system ..Assuming a tolerance of +0.003, -O.(I(lO, the operatjng
center distance (OCD) is specified at 0.4773 - 0.4803.

Step 6. Calculate the contact ratio (CR) for the established
values. The following six input variables are used to calculate the
contact ratio .
number of teeth Nl 15
number of teeth N2 30
diametral pitch P 48
outside diameter Dol 0.3610"
outside diameter 002 0.6580"
ope:rating center distance oeD 0.4803H

contact ratio CR 1.01
A contact ratio of 1.01 is too low. The designer must now at-

tempt to raise it to 1.20. He knows that the molding department
will have no trouble if AGtv1.AQuality No. 7 gears were specified
instead of No. 6, sa he decidesto find out what improvement this
change might eHect. The maximum total composite tolerano@is
now .0026 for both the pinion and gear, Asa consequence, the
maximum operating center distance is reduced fmm 0.4803 to
0.4793.

operating center distance OCD
contact ratio CR 1.05

He now tries the eHect of reducing the operating center
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distance tolerance from +0.003, -0.000 to +0.001, -0.000.

operating center distance OCD 0.4773"

CRcontact ratio 1.13
He tries even more accurate gears - AGMA Quality No ..8,

having maximum total composite tolerances of 0.0018.

operating center distance oeD 0.4765"

CRcontact ratio 1.16

At this point, he decides to return to the beginning and deter-
mine what contact ratio he can achieve by switching the plastic
he had first chosen from an acetal having a coeHicient of linear
thermal expansion of6.8 x 10-5 in./in.ldeg. F, to a glass-filled
variety having a coefficient of 1.S x 10..5 in.lin.ldeg. F. The
operating center distance is now 0.4845-0.4855.

operating center distance OCD 0.4750"

contact CR 1.23

The designer has reached his goal, but only by switching to
a more costly plastic, and has reduced the center distance
tolerance to. less than is desirable.

But he still has another option open. He can use a tooth form
having a longer addendum. One such tooth form used suc-
cessfully in plastics gearing is the tooth form with an addendum
of 1.35/P shown in Appendix A. This tooth form will add little
to the overall tool cost.

Gear Grinding
Specialists
R'eishauer RZ' 300:E

Electroni:caUy Cont,r'oUed Gear Grinders
Commercial & Preoision Gear Manufacturing!
to AGiMA.Class 15 including ....

• Spur - Grinding 1012·112"Diameter
• Helical • Hobbing to 24" Diameter
• Internal _ 0.0. and I.D. Grinding,
• PumpGears Gear Honing w/Crowning,
_ Splinesand ,Pulleys Broaching, Keyseating,
• Serrations Turning and Milling,.Tooth
• Sprockets Chamfering.and Rounding

Suppli.edcompJete to print
Finishing operations on YOllr blanks

Grind teeth only

CIRCLE A·7 ON READER REPLYCARD

JI 6 Gear fechnology

To eliminate undercut, the pinion will now be required to have
a circular tooth thickness of 0.00424 - 0.0434. The minimum
outside diameters of the pinion and gear will be 0.3796 and
0.6725, respectively. Returning to the cheaper unfilled aceta], a.
center distance tolerance of + 0.003, - 0.000 and AGMA Qual-
ity No.7 gears, the designer tries again. The maximum center
distance is now 0.4882

outside diameter
outside diameter
operating center distance

Dol
002

OeD
0.3796"
0.6725"
0.4882"

contact ratio CR 1.20

Step 7. Check the load carrying capacity. Even though the loads
in this application are light, the designer checks the allowable
horsepower to determine what difference the new tooth f.orm h<16
made. If any change to the gear design is necessitated, it will
amount to no more than a slight increase to the face width.
Step B. Establish manufacturing and inspection data. Finally, the
designer arrives at the manufacturing and inspection data. to go
on the production drawings. The complete data for the IS-tooth
and 3D-tooth gears used in this example are shown in Appen-
dix E,

Manulacturing of Plastic Gears
Description of Molding Dies and the Injection Molding Pro-

cess. A molded gear, of course, can be no more accurate that the
molding die which produces it. Basic considerations for gear
molding dies are the same as for any precision molded product.
Since molded gears an'! usually smail in relation to the size of
average moldings, they lend themselves admirably to being
molded in small, high speed automatic injection mal ding
machines (20- 80 ton range). This allows .for compact dies,
usually with one to eight cavities.

Several factors can be built in to a molding die to produce the
most accurate gear possible.
• The increased strength of case-hardened die frames will enable
them to withstand the abuses of the molding process and can
maintain their accuracy throughout extended useful life.
• The elimination of wear bushings allowed by hardened steel
surfaces in the bores removes the additional errors resulting from
less than perfect concentricity of these items.
• The mold should have a balanced runner system to provide
equal pressure drops into all cavities.
• Adequate venting in the cavities will allow air to be displac-
ed by the flow of the plastic.
• Adequate ejection systems ensure minimum distortion of the
product when ejected from the die.
• Adequate interlocks between the die halves remove the
misalignment of running fits provided in the guide system.

Figs..6 and 7 are cross sections of a gear molding die.
VVhenthe molding die is closed, the melted plastic resin is in-

jected under high. pressure into the gearcaviti~. When the resin
solidifies, the molding die opens, and the plastic gear is ejected
from the die. Cycle times usually range from 10 to 30 seconds,
depending on the part geometry and the plastic resin used.

Several factors in a molding die can contribute to the gear's
runout:



Gear Tool S,peclallsts
3601 WEST TOUH'Y .AVENUE.

illNOOLNWOOD , IIULINOIS 60645
10'8-6,75-210'0'

1-80'0'1.'628-2220 In IIIL. '-800'-628-222.1

GEAR TRAINING PROGRAM
1. BASIC FUNDAMENTALS

1. GHr HI.tory
A. CycIOldal Teeth
B. Involute Teeth
C, Gea, Cultlng Machmes
D, Gear Cutting Tools

2. GHr Types
A, Parlillel Axis
B Intersecting Axis
C Skew AxiS

3. GHt Rittos
.., Involute OUr Geometry

A. Nomenclature
'8, Involutometry - Contract Ralio. etc,
C, Helical Gears - lead - Helical Overlap

5. OMr Tooth Sy__
A. Full Depth
B. Full Fillel
C, Slub Depth

S. ~IFonnu~
7. M~ - (I.T.W, Trig Book)

2. HI SPEED STEELS
A, Common Types
B, Special Types
C. Heat Treatment - Metallurgy
D, Controls
E, Surface Treatments
F, Special Cases

3. CUTTING THE GEAR
1, Forming

A. Milling
B. Broaehong
C, Shear Cutting

2. OenedtIng
A, Shaping

al Rack Type
b) Circular Type
c) Machine Types and Manufar:turers

d) Schematic - PrinCiples
e) Speeds- Feeds
f) Maehine Cutting Conditions

B. Hobbing
al The !-lobbing Maehine
b) Types and ManufacturMS
c) Schematie - Differential and

Non-Differential
d) Speeds - Feeds
e) Climb Cut - Conventional Cut
f) Shifting - Types

3. Th. Hob .. I Cutting Tool
A, How II Culs
B, Tolerances and Classes
C. Multiple Threads
D. Hob Sharpening and Control
E. The Effect of Hob and Mounting Errors

on the Gear
... The Shaper CUtter .. e Cutting Tool

A. K/:Iow Your Shaper Cutters
B. Design Umltations
C. Sharpening
D, The Effect 01Cutter Mounting and

Errors on !he Gear
E. Manufacturing Methods

5. Tool Tol~nc. Va. GHt Tolerlnce
A, Maehining Tolerancas
B, Gear Blank Aeeuracy and Design

limitations

4. FINISHING THE GEAR
1. Gur FInishing - Befor. Hlrdenlng

A, Shaving
a\ The Shaving Cutter
b Types of Shaving - Conventional,

Underpass. Diagonal
cl Crown Shaving
d) Shaving Cutter Modifications
e) Co-ordinaling Tool Design-

The Shaver and Pre-Shave Tool
1) R&-Sharpening
g) Maehines

a Rolling
2. GHr Finishing aft ... Hat Treat

A. Honing
a ~ing
C, Gnndlng

a) Methods - Formed Wheel-
Generating - Threaded Wheel

b) Maehme Types

5. GEAR INSPECTION
1. Functionll

A. Gear Rollers
B. Gear Charters

a! Reading the Chart
b Tooth-to-Tooth Composite Error
c Totsl Composite Error

C, Master Gears
a) Tolerances
b) Designs
e) Speda! Typel

2. AntIIytIcaI
A, Sfze - Tooth Thicknesse. Aunout
C, Spaeing
D, lead -
E, Involute

3. Automatic Ind hml-Automatlc
A How They Work
B, Whal Can Be Cheeked
C. How Fast

... Chlrt Interpret.tton - AnIIlytieal Mel FImClIonaI
A. Reading the Charts
B. Which Errors Affect Other Elements
C, How 10Correel the Error lhe Chart SI'IOwa

8. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
AND SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
OR PLANT TOUR
This Program Is tlexlble and changed to mae! the
needs of each group.

The 4-day program consists of a coordinated series 01 lecturee given by the Engineering,
Production and Inspection staffs of Illinois Tool Works Inc, They represent over sixty years of
experience in gear and tool specialization.

The sessions are conducted with a technique and approach that leads to Intereslng
discussion and participatiOn. Starting with the basic: fundamentals, the program Is directed
Into those areas of greatesl interest and value to the people attending the particular session.
The groups are kept small so that this object is readily accomplished.

AI mentioned, the planned program lasts lour days. OnHalf of the fourth day is for In-
dividual diSCUHlon 01 specific problems In a detailed manner with members of the illinois
Tool Works' staff,

More than 4,000 individuals !rom hundreds of companies representing manufacturing.
engineering, inspection and management. have come to Chicago for these programs, They
have been conducted on a monthly basiS since 1958, ClU18S have also been conducted in
Europe, We are certain It\althiS well rounded program has helped all of them to a bener lOb
and aIIo given them a better understanding of engineering. manufacturing and inspection.

All thoM attending are assigned to the same hoIeI. This promotes friendly contact and
discussion of mutual problems and Interesls. Tuition lor the course includes transponation
from the holel to ITW and back. one group dinner. all eontlnental breakfasts and all lunches.

We hope we may include your company in one of our Training Programs. _
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ITW ILLINOIS TOOLS
A Division of illinois Tool. Won. Inc.

1990 GEAR TRAINING PROGRAM
Four D.y Seminara

January
February
March
Aplll

,7·20
,50,1
12·15
U

MBY
June
July
AuguII

15-'8
12·'5
12·15
9-12

14-17,,.,4
, ,11-111

13-18

TUITIONFEE: 11110.00
NOTEI AddItIoMI atudenIII. _ -..nY. _ ... Il00.00

Includes the "anspor1lllOn from lhe /'IoIeI1o ITW PC! ~, or.- VOIJP dlnMr.
hoIpIIallly fMebng. COO",*,I8I bruk1_. PC! .. lullCMl

The SocIety 01 ManulllClunng Engo.-'l (S MEl l1li IIIIP'1MCI '" Sc;hooI 10<
Prol_8I Credits \OWItd lhe S M E ~oon f>rogrMI CtedIIs ... _,_

on lhe bull 01 OM credit 1* COOIenihOur
Fw BIIItIIfIoMI ~~ -act:

I'IOIIERT H. IIODDOW
.....,.TNInIng
708-675-2100
'-I00-4I21-2220

tn IL Call: 1·1OQ.821-.2221



Fig. 6 Die Open Fig. 7 Die Closed

• The .OOOl/.(!()(I2" running fit required between thecore pin and
the stationary half of the die;
• An additional .(!()(Ilto. .0002." running fit will be present if
sleeve ejection is required aroundthe core pin. because the solid
anchor is lost;
'. Because the gear cavities themselves are a.series of concentric
rings, the potential for runout error exists ..
• Uneven plastic flow resu1tifl8 from the off-oenter gating posi-
tion on the part will introduce additional runout in the gear ...

The selection of a molder should be given. careful considera-
tion. True, given a correctly designed and accurately made
molding die, any competent molder caJl. produce gears;
however, not all molding companies can be classified as gear
manufacturers.

~(fi]){
'lif:-S,tate M'otor Transit Col,.

Jopliiln" MO 64802
Specialized Heavy-HaulOarrler

Irregular Route
Terminals iNationwide

Any Commodity
An Types of Equipment

Maritime Services Avaiilab!le
Less Than Truck Load

AND
Truck Load Servic,es Availabl!e

Competitive Pricing
Beliiab~leService

For Quotes; and InformatIon
Pilease Call Patrick Hoag
800-87.2-8768, Ext ..22.1
See You .At The Show
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A good plastic gear manufacturer should have the following
capabilities:
• expenenee in molding a.wide range of gears;
• ability to advise on product design andseleetion of materials;
• availability of molding presses most suitable for gear molding;
• availability of inspection equipment necessary to maintain

proper quality control (such as gear checking equipment) ..
Gear Cavities ..P,opuiar wisdom holds that molded gears are

not as accurate as machined gears, This is inaccurate. A molded
gear held to the tolerance of A:GMA Quality Number Q8is just
as accurate as a machined gear of the same quality number. It
is true that gears have not yet been molded Itothe highest preei-
sion obtainable by machining, but the number of gears requir-
ing such precision represent only a small percentage of all gears
made. In general, plastic gearsa:re usually specified AGMA
quality Q6 or 07.

The idea that molded plastic gears need not be as accurate as
metal gears is based upon the contention that, because of the
yielding nature of plastic, runoutand tooth-to-tooth errors do.
not have the same illef£ects. This is incorrect because plastic gear
teeth that are flexing to an excessive degree because of inac-
curacies will fail through .fatigue and wear much earlier th~ ac-
curate teeth,

All plastics shrink when changing from a molten to a solid
state. As 3. consequence, all mold cavities must be made larger
than. the product specificatio.n. For example, ifa. molded gear is
to have an outside diameter of 1.200', and the plastic has a mold
shrinkage of .025 inI in, then 'the outside diameter of the cavity
will be required to be 1.2308R

•

Inmakinga. gear cavity, however, it is not sufficient to. take
a generating hob and machine an oversize gear. Compensation

1----'.
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must also be made for the pressure angle of 'the hob. If it isn't,
the result will be a.molded. gear with a serious profile error . h will
have a.larger than aoooptable tooth-to-tooth error. For example.
in Fig. Sa an enlargement of a32 D.P., 20 degree P.A., gear tooth
is shown, and superimposed upon it is the profile of an 'oversize
~toothcutwithastandard32D.P., 2OdegreeP.A. hob. FI8..
ab shows the standard gear tooth. and this time superimposed
upon it is Ithe pr~file of the moMed tooth (after shrinkage) that
would be obtained fromthe oversize 'cavity.

Note that the tooth ,of the molded gear departs ,considerably
from standard. It is thicker at the root and thinner at the tip. (It
has a pressure angle much in. excess of 20° .)

The form.ula used to calculate the correct pressure angle is:

where:
D == Pitch dOCLediameter
tPl = Pressureangle ,of hob
tP]; Pressure .angleof molded gear
S, "'" Shrinkage

The Iteeth in the ,cavity must be ,caJ'efuIly compensated for
shrinkage so that., when the molded gear solidifies and becomes
stab1e, Ithe teeth will have the correct profile. This design work
is further complicated. in the case of the helteal gear, because 'the
axial shrinkage is usually different from the shrinkage across
the diameter,

Compensating correctly for shrinkage in a gear requires that
'the mold designer have a. thorough understanding of gear
geometery, plus censiderable experience in the shrinkage

I

ON REVOLUTIO OF GEAR-t
Fig.lO

behavior oEal[ types and grades of plastics.
The actual manufacture of accurategear ca.vi.ties is ac-

complished by using eerreentienal or wire EDM machines.

Inspection .of Plastic Gears
One practical method of checking gear accuracy is Ito,rota te

the manufactur~d gear in dose mesh w:ith a.master-gear using
a center distance measlllri~g instrument. The model shown in
Fig. 9 is equipped with a dial indicator ,and requires that the
operator note the radialdisplacements as the'gear is rotated
manually through one complete revo~uti.on.

The more sophisticated models trace the radial displacem nts
on a moving chart (See Fig, 10'.) ttwough an eleetrentcdevlee.

The errors present in a gear are runout, lateral runout (wob-
ble), pitch error, and profile error.

The pitch 'error plus Ithe profile error add up' to the tooth-to-
tooth composite error, and thls, plus the totall runout, is known

(continued on page 23)

QUALITY
GEARS
UP TO AGMJl15, Mll-I-45208A &, MIL·STD-45662

fROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTIO . INCLU[lING
!PROTOTYPE s !EMERGENCY REPAlRlREBUILD SERVICE

SIZE !RANGE FROM UNDER r 10 48' DIAMEl'ER
Fle!lshaue!r' Grounldl Gea'rs
Most Tvpe, Gea~s Manufacturedl
Complete'tol Custome!r' SpI8'c!ifli'cations
METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
SPUR.INT£Rl'W.. & EXTERNAl.
HatOO. INTERNAL & EXTERNAl.
WORl\IIS. WORM GfARS
SERRATIONS .•. SHAFTS
SPUNES, TERNAl & EXTERNAL
SPROCKITS 0 ClUSTERS
SEGMENTS. SP DLfS
RATCHETS. GEAR BOXES

Fully Implemented S'PC, and Gltal
Icommunl'callllDJI capablliUlI-, lu1HWnili

:stala of 11'1111lin leMM"s and - - 11M precision
gear c:hecbr 10 3D'" dlamBIBrta 18" face.

~airlane (lear, .s,
IP.'O. BOX ,400, PLYMOm",. MI48170

(313), 45~2A4D
In Mich. 1-800·482·1n3· FAX (313) 459-2941
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH ...
{continued from page 19)

as the total composite error ..
As mentioned. previously, the AGMA quality number is used.

to classify the q-:-ualityofmetal gears as well as plastic gears. The
number specifies the gear accuracy in terms of maximum tooth-
to-tooth and total composite tolerances allowed. The AGMA
quality numbers and the corresponding maximum tolerances are
listed in. the AGMA "Gear Manual 390.03".

Summary
The injection molding process allows the gear designer to free-

ly modify Ithetooth profi1eto obtain maxim.umtooth strength.
These modificatio·ns will add little to the .finaltoolingc,ast.

The gear design example was chosen to point out the many
variables involved when designing plastic gears. The use of a
systematic design approach allows the overall design problem
to be broken down into smaller blocks which can be analyzed
individually. Given another des~gn with different constraints
(fixed operating center distance, for example), the sequenoe of
events in the design prooess would differ, but 'the problem woul.d
still be broken down into smaller blocks and analyzed one step
at at time.

Correctly used, the systematic .approa.ch will provide a design
for plastic gears having load canying capacity, adequate contact,
as close 'to balance tooth thickness as possible, and sufficient
clearance so that no binding will occur at the extreme operating
conditions.

APPENDICES
Appendix A - T,ooth Forms for Plastic Gears.

(PCT"'l'OOT1l FOIIM)

(continued .on page 26)
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Put,s i,t alii t,og,ethler
wiitlh excitiinlgl, new
plr'odu'cls 1',0 Ike,ep
yOlu clompeti't:ive!

Gaarmakers worll'dwide face customer demands for highest quality and on-
time delivery at fliercely competitive pnces, Meeting these demands requires
greater flexlibility, productivity and theabiUty to ilntegrate new techn,ology.
Recognizing your ultimate goals - customer satisfaction and profitability -
IKllnge.lnberg global technology is ready with the most advanced eNC Spiral,
Beve!1Gear Generators and Grinders, and the most complete line of eNC
Gear Checkers available ... anywhere.

We've pUll ii, alii together:
Spi,rallBevel Gear App'licaUons
• iKNC 40/60 fully GNG controlled Generators
• AMK Large Gear Generators
• WSOOCNC (Wiener System) Grinder
.' CNC mspectlon Equipment
• Quench Presses
Worm and R.otor Grinding Applications
• HNG Series of eNG controlled Grinders
• GNe Inspection Systems

P·arallel AX'is Gear Applica.tions
• GNG controlled gear Inspection Systems
• SNC Series of GNG Hob Sharpeners
• Gear Cutting Tool Inspecncn Systems
• Hurth Product Line: CNG Shavers, Hard

& Fine Finlishers. Shaving Cutter Grlinders
and Deburring,/Chamfering Equipment.
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The IKNC:..40/60 'Gear Generators
These new, fully CNC, a axis gear generators produce
Spiral Bevel Gears up to 24" 0.10. Perfect for small!
batch or intermedlate level production runs" the KNiG
Series gener,ates SpirallBevel Gears of any geometry
by continuous or single ,indexing' oiper,af,ion. Its program
storage capacity for 250 dlffersnt workpj'eces and
unlimited stcraqecepachy with a lONG irnertace, makes
it the' most flexible g:ear generator you 'can buy.

The W800CNC Gea,r G,rinder (Wiener System)
With leading edge technology, the W800CNC becomes
the universall Spir,allBev,el Gear Igrinder for any gear
geometry. Perfect for ,ground gear quality app'lications
up to 3,1.5" 0.10., the grinder offers great versatility,
short set-ups and superior accuracy.

The PNe :Se:ries Gear Check'e:rs
Compact, new CNG corrtroued gear checkers provide
fu'lly automatic measurilng: of gealfs up to 80"' 0.0. Fast
operation, hliglhaccuracy, exceUent documentation and
a.wide v,al'lietyof software modules, form the perfect
gearcl1ecking package.

For the' latest mtormation on Klingelnberg systems that
satisfy customer demands, for increased productiivity
and profitabillity, contact our representative. Or, writ,e to
Klilngelnber,g Corporation, 15200 Foltz. Industrial Parkway,
StJongsvilUe, OH 44136,. Phone: 216/572-.2100;
FAX: 216/572-0985.

<6> KLI~GELN~ERG
,....Puts It ,aUtogether.

_ See us ., s..,\h #101
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH ... (continued from page 23)

(ISO 53-1974 (E) Tooth Form)

FIGURE - R.pruenution of til., pr,of,il, ofmodul., m = 11or'
of diam.tr ..1 pitch P <= 1

(AGMA Tooth Form)

Addendum

2P
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2P
p .. [)Iemalra! Pitch

Appendix B - Computer Software.,
U the design engineer has a personal. computer and a gear soft-

wave program, the time involved in designing a train of gears is
reduced from many hours to a matter of minutes. It can prove
to be an invaluable tool for a designer who wants to try many
options in obtaining optimal gear meshes. Appendices B, C, and
Ddescribe one of the commercially available software programs
for plastic gears.

Because mathematical and interpolation errors are eliminated,
the designer is free to spend more time designing gears and less
time solving mathematical equations.

Summary of Computer Program Features(6)
1) Program runs on IBM PCsand compatibles.
2) Design. can be for either a spur or helical gear.
3) Designer can choose either English or Metric Units.
4) One gear can be designed alone, or two meshing gears can be

designed simultaneously.
S) Gear data can be saved, retrieved, printed or deleted.
6) When an input value is entered in one of the sub-program

selections, it is also entered in the remaining sub-programs,
For example, if the diametral pitch of 48 is entered in sub-
program "A", the user does not have to enter it again in sub-
program "G"; it is already displayed there.

7) Thecalcula.tions in the program have been designed similar
toa spr-eadsheet. The user can enact "what if' variations by
changing input values. The output values are immediately
r-ecalculatedand displayed.
The program is a series of sub-programs which perform

various calculations used in the process of designing spur and
helical gears. (See Appendix C for a listLng of the 12 sub-
programs available in the 'Main Menu"). Recognizable descrip-
tions and symbols are employed throughout the program. The
operational. procedure can be mastered in less than an hour.

A Complete Une of

'G~AIR 'GEINERAT'ING TOOtS,
12 Pitch a Finer MOBS A.J.I. flORE SIZES

Standa'rd Involute
Speciall FOl'lms

Spline' & Serrationl
IMultiple Thread

Shank Type

Shaper Cutters
D.isc Type· Shank. Type
Rack MiiJIinglCutters

Tlhread
Millin.gl 'Cutters

TRU~VOLUTE PVD GOLD'
Titanium-Nitride Coated Hobs & Cutters

;l. ,",It" to :. j' ;.- hd d: ~. ·f,' ' k

catalog available .upon request

Ulu55Ell, W:OlBROOK & WEND,ER SON, I: c.
TEL: (201) 670-4220

2 NORTH STREET, WALDWICK, NEW JERSEY 07463
FINE MACHINE TOOLS SINCE 1915

FAX.:(201) 670-4266
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Appendix C- Main Menu.Saeen

A: SML1ST
,(dsk) (gr #1)1

SME SOrT
(gr #2)1

English Spur
(unit) ,(type)

Model INew

IPlastics 'Gearing Technology, line. - Gear Design IlProgram
... • "Main Menu"· Of ..

Aj Oper Phi, standi t,sIand a, ht, andl PO
IB) Outside dia, root djJa.andi Oomax ,(given t)
C) Minimum circular tooth thickness to avoid undercutting
D) Circular tooth thicknesses, for balanced tooth strengths
E) CMOD. minimum o,P9mtingl center distance
F) 10eilaC
G) t1 +t2
H) Contac~. ratio, FlA, AA, 0/oFlA
I) Gear testing radius ,(min and max)

J), Measurement 'over pins (min ,an.dlmax)
11q, Horsepower ratings
q Cheek and10r Iprint gear data. specirfied on ,drawing

M), Exit

F2
Enter menu selection -» 1M

IF1 He'l,p' Ty-pe Fa Mode' F4 IF5
Unit Man Disk

10if
Swap

F6 10'1 F7 New 'fe Clr1 rs IRet1l FlO' Sav1
102 Del CIr2 Ret2' Sav2

Description of abbrevationsused in the above Main Menu

Qper Phi, operating pressure ,angle
stand t standard circulas tooth thickness
stand a standard addendum
ht , whole depth
PD " .. , .pitch diameter
Domax , . maximum allowable outside diameter
t circular tooth thickness

C:

OvfCD , close mesh center distance
Delta C . . . , , , required. increase in center distance
tl + t2 , ., sumo! the tooththiclmesses for a given OACD
RA , , , , , ,rnc:ess action
AA , , , approacnaction
%RA . . . , . . . . . . . , . percent recess action

Appendix.D - Examp e of a Sub--program Screen ,(for Contact Ratio Cakulatlon).(6)

SME1:5T SME 30T English Spur Mode 1 Calc lPage,11of1

PalfRmeter IDescf,iption
Contact. ,ratio, RA,. M" OIORA

Symboll Gr#
number of teeth
number ,of teeth
diametral pitch
olllside diameter
outside diameter
operating center distance

iN 1
IN 2
IP
Do 1
00 2

OeD
!RA
AA
CR

%RA

Vallie Units
15
30

48.0000
0.3796 inches:
0','6,125 lnches
0.4882: incnes
0.05011
0,0,235

1.196
68.111

Fl

recess action
,approach action
contact ratio'
percent recess action

User iNote:
'Gear 11 ts tile drive geaJl',and
Gear 2 listhe driven 'gear.

Help
Eq,ua

F2 Fa Mode F4 Calc F5 10ir F,IS, 11011
Man Swap 1011

IlPgU,p'
PgOn

Prrev page' lEse Exit
INexlPage



Appendix E - Manufacturing and Iaspection Data
For The Pinion. and GeM

PIN]ONDATA

Basic Specifications

number of teeth
diametral pitch
pressure angle
standard pitch diameter
PGT tooth form
standard addendum
standard whole depth
eire tooth thickness max at peD
eire tooth thickness min at peD

Manufacturing and Inspection

15
48.0000

20.00°
0.3125"

4
0.0281"
0.0631"

0.04340"
0.04240"

I

,

gear testing radius max
gear testing radius min
AGMA quality number
max total composite tol of gear
max tooth-to-tooth camp tolerance
number of teeth in master gear
eire tooth thickness of master gear
testing pressure
diameter of measuring pins
measurement over two pins (max)
measurement over two pins (min)
max allowable outside diameter
outside diameter tol (+ tal)
outside diameter tol (- tol)
max root diameter

0.1716"
0.1677"

Q7
0.0026"
0'.0016"

96
0.03270"

8.00z
0.0400"
0.3920"
0.3903"
0.3826"
0.00001'

0.0030"
0.2718"

Engineering References

mating gear part number
number of teeth in mating gear
max operating center distance
min operating center distance

30Tgear
30

0 ..4882"
0.4852"

GEAR DATA

Basic Specifications

number of teeth
diarnetral pitch
pressure angle
standard pitch diameter
PGT tooth form
standard addendum
standard whole depth
eire tooth thickness max at peD
eire tooth thickness min at peD

30
48.0001.)

20.00°
0.6250"

4
0.0281"
0.063r

0.03100"
0 ..03()(X)I'

Manufacturing and Inspection

gear testing ramus max
gear testing radius min
AGMA quality number
max total composite tol of gear
max tooth-to-tooth comp tolerance
number of teeth in master gear
eire tooth thickness of master gear
testing pressure
diameter of measuring pins
measurement over two pins (max)
measurement over two pins (min)
outside diameter
outside diameter tol (+ tol)
outside diameter tol (- tol)
max root diameter

0.3114"
0.3074"

Q7
0.0026"
0 ..0014"

96
0.03270"

8..00z
0.0400"
0.6851"
0.6828"
0.6765"
0.0000"
0.0040"
0.5503"

Engineering References

1ST GEAR
IS

0 ..4882ll
0.4852"

mating gear part number
number of teeth in mating gear
max operating center distance
min operating center distance
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